
 Curriculum Vitae  of  VINAYAKA RAO TURAGA 

Name:  Vinayaka Rao Turaga
Gender:     Male
Date of Birth:     15th August 1956
Address::   Plot 25, AnneBaburao Colony, 
 VIJAYAWADA,- 521139 Andhra Pradesh, INDIA 
Mobile Phone:      +919007723414
E-mail:    tvrao56@gmail.com
Alternate email:  v_turaga@yahoo.com

EDUCATIONAL QUALIFICATION:

Class Board / University Year
Percenta

ge

Master of Technology (Electronics 
& Communication Engineering) 
with COMPUTER ENGINERING as 
Major subject

Indian  Institute  of  Technology,
KHARAGPUR, INDIA

1978-80 86.00%

Master of Business Management 
(Finance)

Indira  Gandhi  National  Open
University, New Delhi, INDIA

1998 84.00%

EXPERIENCE:   36 years of Managerial Experience in INDIANN Armament Industry

S. No. Name of 
Company 

Job 
Designatio
n

T 
Job Profile

Durati
on

1 Ordnance 
Factory 
Board
(2015-2016)

Member 
and 
Additional 
Director 
General

* Handled policy matters related to Weapons, Vehicles and
Ammunition hardware
* Delivered a prorate monthly  production  so as to surpass
the yearly  targets set
* Delivered first set of 6 Dhanush Artillery Guns which are
admired and inducted into the Indian Army

Recent
– 10
month
s

2 Machine 
Tool 
Prototype 
Factory, 
Mumbai 
and then in
Gun and 

CEO and 
General 
Manager 
of the 
Factory

  Increased the turnover @ 15%  per year
* Improved overall satisfaction of work force by adapting
Information Technology
* Improved quality of products through improved works
inspection processes

As Addl General Manager at Opto Electronics Factory
DEHRADUN during 2008- 2010

5 years
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Shell 
Factory, 
Kolkata
(2010-2015)

3 Opto 
Electronics 
Factory, 
DEHRADUN
-
(2008 - 
2010)

Additional 
General 
Manager 

 Responsible  for  production  of  night  vision  and  day
vision devices for Armed forces
* Achieved record production and established quality
systems
* Installed dark tunnels to make the inspection faster
* Implemented improvements in the process inspection at
very Low temperatures
* Streamlined and automated office record management to
improve the agility
* Established co-production of Electronic hardware
fabrication with OEMs

* Procured the CNC machines  suitable for making of
optical devices

2 years

4 Hindustan 
Shipyard 
Ltd., and 
Dredging 
Corporation
of India 
Ltd., 
Visakhapatn
am
(2003-2008)

Chief 
Vigilance 
Officer

* Re-scheduling of activities of outfit, assembly of panels,
causing turn around in ship building time
* Suggestions for improvement in the procedure for
investment of surplus funds
* Identifying irregularities in recruitment of managers and
suggesting procedures
* Suggesting to progress the Insurance claims properly
* Guiding the process of disciplinary procedure from start to
finish including the appellate and review jurisdiction
* updating the purchase and scrap disposal procedures
* Implementation of  ERP System (RAMCO) at HSL ;
Development of software for registration and tracking of
vendor bills
* Installation of IT infrastructure though LAN , Servers and
switches in HSL including recruitment of manpower
* Development of software for tracking of
inspection/surveys in production of ships and Tracking of
Supply of Production drawings
* Guiding the process of  simultaneously progressing the
project monitoring through web access and on intranet
* Investigating and disposing the complaints so as to instill
confidence of public in vigilance and not to adversely affect
the morale of honest. Guide all the levels in maintenance of
transparency in public procurement process

* Contributed as a member of the study committee on

5 Years
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the United Nations Convention against corruption.

5 Ordnance 
Factory 
Medak 
Project, 
HYDERABA
D

(2001-2003)

Joint 
General 
manager 

* Get the Budgets allocated for purchase of Plant &
Machinery, position the equipment and install & maintain it.
* Develop and maintain systems for preventive and
breakdown maintenance of machinery, Electrical Substations
for Factory and Township area for a contracted demand of 7
MVA.
* Develop and maintain the software on Informix RDBMS
for  On-line  Cost-accounting  and  improvement  of  office
productivity in Admin Area.

2 years

6 National 
Academy of
Defence 
Production
(1995-2001)

Director * Organising  Training  programmes  on  advances  in
I.T. , usage of internet
* Human resource Development through management
trainings
* Conducting organisational surveys to decide on the type of
intervention needed

* Conducting  programmes   at  Production  units  as
required

6Years

7 Gun 
Carriage 
Factory, 
JABALPUR

(1981-1995)

Deputy 
General 
Manager 

* As programmer and Informix DBA for the factory
wide database
* Technology champion and change agent to implement the
OLTP
* As a Manager (EDP) for migration of data from Batch
system.
* As a project leader for testing all the modules of PPC
software and SCM
*As a Crew resource Manager for software development
and maintenance of software using informix on UNIX
platform. As a group leader for bringing up a team of
dedicated personnel
*Development and maintenance of COBOL programmes
under unix environment
*Preparation for and migration to a platform database
technology
*Procurement of  MATERIALS & budget preparation and
monitoring
*Management of Electrical & Electronic Maintenance of
NC/CNC machine tools

15Years
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8 Field Gun 
Factory, 
KANPUR

1980-1981

Assistant 
Manager 
trainee (on
Probation)

* Management of Electrical & Electronic Maintenance of
NC/CNC machine tools
* Design, development & fabrication of Microprocessor
controlled interfaces to the electronic controls

* Intricate repairs to electronic controls

1 
year

9 Physical 
Research 
Laboratory, 
Ahmedabad

(Year 1979 )

Student 
Intern (on 
Vocational
Training)

Fabricating Embedded Electronics hardware and firmware  
in Microprocessor  based controller interfaces to computers. 2 

month
s

 Recognition:-

 * Technology champion for implementing transformational change through database technology

 * Author of mini-ERP package for on-line production planning and control and on-line cost control

 * Author and implementer of a computerized HRM system in Indian Ordnance factories

 * Advisor to the CEO who caused turnaround of the ship yard

Summary of Achievements

Worked as 
> CEO for  two Ordnance factories producing Military Hardware (Weapons and Ammunition)

in MPF  with a turnover of around USD 30 Million at Mumbai for 2 years and  
in GSF for 3 years at Kolkata in with a turnover of around USD 110 Million. 

> as a functional Director in the Corporate Office at Kolkata responsible for a turnover of 2 billion USD from
Eleven of 41 manufacturing units spread all over the country
* A result oriented professional with 36+ years of managerial experience in Engineering Industry including 5 years
in a Ship Yard during which turn around in production time is brought in
* Expertise in handling a diverse range of functions including production planning, PROJECT Management, HRM,
IT, HRD, financial accounting and budgeting.
* Proven track record of developing procedures, writing a million lines of code ( a mini-ERP) and implementing it
for ON-LINE production planning & control to reduce running costs of the unit
* Expertise in Change Management, Business Process Re-engineering, making a mini-ERP using Informix RDBMS
and implementing it in the Industry
* Exposure to ISO, TQM , SEI (CMM) levels for software and entire SDLC
* demonstrated written, communication, inter personal, liaison and problem solving skills with the ability to work in
multi cultural environment.
* Rare expertise with firsthand knowledge & exposure to almost all modules of an ERP
* Handled almost all the management functions at first hand and ideally suitable to head a large public or private
enterprise
* Developing and implementing procedures for On-line costing of products and for On-line production planning and
control in an Engineering Industry and Shipyard.
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* Commendable achievements in rightsizing the organization (which has 40 production units) after convincing the 
Unions at country level. 
* Responsible for turn-around of the Shipyard by implementing many improvements in systems.
* Successfully  designed, coded, implemented and managed the transformational change and caused turn-around of 
a production unit
* Starting from recruitment to disciplining the work force all activities involved in Industrial and Non-industrial 
establishment and possible legal recourse.
* Co-ordinate with various agencies/stake-holders in steering the management towards the goals 
BPR-like activities which contributed to the turn-around of the Ship yard
  * My recommendations on rightsizing the organization are recognized as report of  TV Rao committee   and 
respected by not only the management but also the Unions and Associations and are successfully implemented at a 
production unit, which is taken as model for all other units.  
* My contributions in utilising the database technology for on-line costing of products are taken as excellent model 
for the all the factories. 
* My contributions in Maintenance/repairs of electronic controls to Machine tools engineering are remembered by 
all my factories even now.
* My involvement in improvements to existing systems/procedures and in implementation of ERP system at a ship 
yard, has contributed to the positive financial turn-around of the company

Summary of experience in  UNIX environment / Informix 4GL 
* Expertise in Change Management, Business Process Re-engineering, making a mini-ERP using Informix RDBMS 
and implementing it in the Industry
* Exposure to SEI (CMM) levels for software and entire System Development Life Cycle
* demonstrated written, communication, inter personal, liaison and problem solving skills with the ability to work in
multi cultural environment. 
* Rare expertise with firsthand knowledge & exposure to almost all modules of an ERP
* The system developed by me consisted of 14 modules. About a million lines of code was written by me dung 1989
to 1995.  The intermediate 4GL codes are developed for smooth implementation. Standards are followed for naming 
the variables and the entire software is easy to maintain. Even today, at the Gun Carriage Factory Jabalpur where I 
had first implemented the package, the backbone is perfect with all integrity and consistency.
*  Similarly I had implemented developed as many as 12 modules in Informix 4GL for HRM at Ordnance Factory 
Medak (Near Hyderabad) and that package is taken as MODEL for implementation across all the 40 Ordnance 
Factories. 
* I did software configuration management and Informix-Turbo implementation during that time in 1988-89 and 
achieved highest throughput and performance by using database on RAWDEVICE and not on UNIX file system. 
* Disaster management is also planned and implemented by writing UNIX  Shell scripts/
* Development and maintenance of COBOL programmes under unix environment 
* Preparation for and migration to a platform database technology 
* Ensuring high availability of computer resources, through database administration and software management 
resulting in customer delight and optimum resource utilization for maximum service quality. 
* Design. Coding and implementation for on-line annual accounting reports for quasi commercial accounting in a 
production environment.
* Worked As programmer and Informix DBA for the factory wide database
* Technology champion and change agent to implement the OLTP
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